Good morning, Chairman Maloney, Ranking Member Gibbs, and the members of the subcommittee.

I thank you for conducting this hearing and for giving me the opportunity to testify. I also thank all of you for your continued support of the United States Merchant Marine. My name is Augie Tellez and I am the Executive Vice President of the Seafarers International Union. I am testifying today on behalf of maritime labor, which includes the SIU, the American Maritime Officers, the Marine Engineers’ Beneficial Association, the International Organization of Masters, Mates and Pilots, and the Maritime Trades Department of the AFL-CIO. All told, the members of these seagoing labor organizations and the affiliates of the MTD number over 4 million working people in America.

Today is the Maritime Industry Congressional Sail-in, our industry’s annual day to visit Capitol Hill. As we speak, nearly 200 representatives of the U.S.-Flag maritime industry, from CEOs and union leaders to actively sailing merchant mariners, are meeting with members of Congress and their staff. Their goal is to educate our elected officials and staff about the importance of the merchant marine, to request support for the laws that keep our ships sailing and our members employed, and to put a human face on what is often a forgotten industry in America.

This hearing could not be timelier. The United States Merchant Marine is at a crossroads, and if we are to continue to meet the challenges of the 21st century and an unstable world, the federal government and the maritime industry must work together to find solutions to help keep our industry viable against the unlevel playing field that is world commerce and the opposition of misguided interest groups on both the left and the right here at home.

This committee is well-aware of the ongoing mariner shortage that the United States faces and the implication that shortage has for national security. The Maritime Administrator has testified repeatedly about these concerns, and this committee has heard from several current and former United States Transportation Command leaders that our mariner pool is already at the breaking point. This is the paramount issue facing the Merchant Marine today, and all of the issues that
are the subject of this hearing – improving regulations, providing greater economic opportunities and increasing competitiveness – are important factors in helping the industry get back to where we need to be to continue our efforts to protect American economic, homeland and national security.

The U.S.-Flag merchant marine relies on three pillars to support its mission to fulfill the mandate set forth in the Merchant Marine Act of 1936: the Jones Act, the Maritime Security Program, and Cargo Preference. All these laws, working together, create the environment necessary for a successful and commercially viable merchant marine – trained mariners, jobs for those mariners, ships for those mariners to crew, and cargo to keep those ships moving.

Whatever else we talk about at this hearing today, keep those four things in mind, because everything we do in the industry and everything the government does to support the industry has to go towards supporting one of those four things.


Without mariners, jobs, ships and cargo, the U.S. Merchant Marine ceases to exists. They must be taken together because each of them depends on the existence of the other. A solid, workable government policy on the merchant marine needs to fulfill the needs of each of these things in order to be successful.

Let’s first talk about mariners and jobs.

The mariner shortage that we currently face has two aspects to it: first, the recruitment of new mariners into the industry and second, the continued training and retention of existing mariners. In order to get new mariners in the door, we need to be able to demonstrate to them that choosing a career in maritime is a viable option for them. A life at sea isn’t for everyone – it’s long hours, time away from family, and dangerous work. In a modern-day economy that seems to expect every worker to go to college and then work a 9 to 5 job, it’s difficult for many people, young people especially, to imagine a career in the merchant marine.

We have found, however, that one of the easiest transitions is the transition between a career in the military to a career in the maritime industry. While the merchant marine is not a uniformed service, the relationship between the merchant marine and the uniformed services is clear, and the lifestyle is similar. The maritime industry has put together a “Military to Maritime” program that is designed to help identify military veterans who are looking for jobs and pair them with the jobs, training and credentialing they need in order to begin a career in the maritime industry, and more easily transition to civilian life. At the same time, Congress should work to help veterans while reducing bureaucratic burdens.

One of the biggest barriers to entry into the industry is the number of credentials and fees that must be paid by a mariner before they can even begin to look for a job. These include fees for both the Transportation Worker Identification Credential and the Merchant Mariner Credential. Additional fees are required for officer licenses, as well. Waiving those fees for veterans entering the industry would help remove one barrier to entry and provide an additional benefit to
those who have served and are now looking to enter the merchant marine. In addition, by allowing the Coast Guard to accept a valid military Common Access Card (CAC) in lieu of a TWIC and accepting a recent military physical examination instead of requiring a mandated maritime related physical, we could help reduce duplicative burdens on former servicemembers transitioning into the industry.

This Committee has been instrumental in bringing the services to the table to address these issues. The roundtables you have organized over the past few years have been a great example of what Congress can accomplish. In that line, we continue to urge the Coast Guard to continue working with the Navy to ensure that military personnel are given full credit towards their commercial credentials and licenses for comparable service attained at sea. We also urge them to continue creating clearer pathways forward to the credentialed positions that exist in the industry. We also hope that the Navy would work with the Coast Guard to ensure that their training and shipboard assignments can more closely mirror international maritime standards including the Standards of Certification, Training and Watchkeeping (STCW) that govern crewmembers in both the United States and overseas. Congress should also allow GI Bill eligible veterans to continue receiving subsistence benefits while they are enrolled in training institutions that are qualified by the Coast Guard to offer maritime course instruction leading to a commercial certification or license. Many veterans are deterred from entering a training program because they would potentially lose subsistence benefits during training before they begin receiving a steady income.

Rest assured, that no matter how difficult it is, U.S. maritime labor is committed to ensuring that for every mariner job there is a trained, skilled, and motivated mariner to fill it. When the balloon has gone up, U.S. maritime labor has never let a ship sail into harm’s way without enough mariners aboard to get the job done safely. No matter what, maritime labor has always gotten the job done, and we will continue to get the job done.

As we have always said to our friends in the industry – give us the jobs, and we’ll fill them.

Moving on, there are a few ideas that can help us bring new ships and more cargo into the merchant marine.

First, as this committee is aware, the 2008 Coast Guard Authorization Act gave the Maritime Administration the authority to enforce existing U.S.-flag cargo preference laws, but the agency has been unable to set the necessary enforcement. Despite the clear intent of Congress, MARAD continues to find itself blocked in the interagency review process from publishing implementing regulations for this authority. Without these implementing regulations, MARAD has been unable to use the power granted it by Congress to hold shipper agencies of the federal government accountable when they fail to comply with existing cargo preference requirements.

Evidence supports a strong belief in certain areas of the industry that the commercial fleet is missing opportunities across all the major sectors of cargo preference – whether it’s defense related cargo, Ex-Im Bank financed cargo, or P.L. 480 and other food aid cargoes – and that this missing cargo is contributing to the decline of the fleet. It is critical that MARAD be able to use the power Congress intended it to have to hold other federal agencies accountable for following
the law. This is common sense, yet it remains an issue over a decade later. This must change.

A key legislative option to consider that would have a positive impact on jobs and ships would be rolling back the cuts to cargo preference that were enacted in 2013. The Maritime Administration (MARAD) has made it clear that the changes made to cargo preference in the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act of 2013 (MAP-21), which reduced the percentage of foreign food aid cargoes reserved for the Merchant Marine from 75% to 50%, were responsible for the loss of over 25 ships in the U.S.-Flag international fleet. Congress can reverse that change and restore the 75% requirement – or even expand the requirement to 100% to mirror the requirement for defense related cargo. Doing so would ensure the additional cargo needed to sustain the ships and jobs that existed just a few years ago, and help reverse the negative trend we have seen since that misguided change in the law.

On the Jones Act front, we continue to push for creative solutions to kickstart Short Sea Shipping projects across the country. MARAD’s Marine Highways program is a good start, but more must be done to help make short sea shipping more than just a paper program. As we see more and more people concerned about climate change, the more sense Short Sea Shipping makes – not only will it result in new jobs and new ships for the Jones Act domestic fleet, it will help reduce greenhouse gas emissions by getting trucks off the highways and moving those goods via ships or barges.

A variety of tax related issues have been discussed over the years to promote the maritime industry. Most recently, Congress adopted the tonnage tax, which brings the industry in line with the tax regimes of most of our foreign competitors. Congress should continue to look at ways to use the tax code to incentivize shipping cargo on American ships. Past ideas have included tax breaks for shippers to encourage them to utilize American shipping companies to move their cargo.

These are just a few ideas that the industry has discussed over the years to help promote the industry. And while it is clear there are no silver bullets that can solve every problem the industry faces today, there is one idea – and one bill - that comes close.

The Energizing American Shipbuilding Act is a comprehensive bill designed to address all four of the major concerns – mariners, jobs, ships and cargo. This bipartisan bill, which was introduced in the last Congress by Congressman John Garamendi and Senator Roger Wicker, would reserve a small portion of exported American crude oil and liquefied natural gas for ships built in the United States, flagged American and crewed by American mariners.

The resulting cargo would be sufficient to create thousands of new shipbuilding and mariner jobs, while adding dozens, if not a hundred, new ships to the U.S.-Flag international fleet. With the lifting of the ban on the export of crude oil in 2015, the United States has seen rapid growth in the oil export business, yet none of that trade is being done right now on American ships.

Adding American crude oil and LNG to cargo preference is a simple, cost-effective way to help bolster both the U.S. shipbuilding industry as well as help us to boost the size of the U.S.-Flag international fleet, which has been losing ships steadily for several years. This bill is similar to
one that was passed in 1974 by Congress but vetoed by President Ford. In addition, given that this trade did not exist prior to 2015, it is not unreasonable for Congress to reserve a portion of this new cargo for American industries, knowing that the benefit to both national security and the merchant marine will be significant.

We look forward to Congressman Garamendi and Senator Wicker reintroducing this bill in the 116th Congress and we urge Congress to pass it and the President to enact it into law.

Now, let me be frank.

For decades, we have been coming to Congress, stressing the need for more ships and more jobs. Today is no different, and the need for these new jobs and new ships is more important than ever before.

I have testified before this committee many times, and each time I have stressed that those of us in the industry and our allies in Congress must stop constantly playing offense, protecting the ships and jobs we have. We need to go on the offense and start trying to find ways to grow the industry. We can’t simply rely on maintaining MSP, stopping attacks on the Jones Act and cargo preference, and hope that things turn around.

They won’t. Not unless we act.

Now is the time for action. It’s not the time for us to play defense, or to accept half measures that are politically expedient but largely ineffective. We need bold leadership from Congress, and we look to the members of this Committee for that leadership. We have an opportunity now to fix these problems and put our Merchant Marine back on the right course. I urge you to stand with us.

The United States Merchant Marine has stood by America in peace and war for over two hundred years. If we want it to continue to do so, it is critical that we act today to not just protect but to expand the maritime industry and our international fleet. Working together I am confident that Congress, the Administration, and the maritime industry can find solutions that will result in more trained mariners, more mariner jobs, more ships, and more cargo – all the things needed to keep our Merchant Marine sailing now and well into the future.

Thank you for allowing me to testify today, and I look forward to answering any questions you may have.
Augustin "Augie" Tellez is the Executive Vice President of the Seafarers International Union. He was first appointed to that position in 2005, and is serving his third full four-year term.

A life-long merchant mariner, Tellez worked his way up through the ranks, starting with the SIU in 1975 after graduating from the entry program at the Paul Hall Center's Lundeberg School of Seamanship. He sailed from the union's Brooklyn, N.Y. hiring hall as an able-bodied seaman for much of his sea-going career before coming ashore.

He served the union in various capacities in Jacksonville, Tampa, Mobile, Paducah, Baltimore, St. Louis, and Houston. In 1980, he became the port agent for the SIU's headquarters port, at the time located in Brooklyn.

Tellez in 1987 relocated to what had become the union's new headquarters in Camp Springs, Maryland, where he served as special assistant to the president. That same year, he was elected as the vice president for the Seafarers International Union of North America - the parent union of the SIU's seagoing component. A year later, he became the Assistant Vice President for Contracts and Contracts Enforcement.

Tellez was appointed as Vice President by the SIU Executive Board in 1991, and served as the union’s Vice President of Contracts and Contracts Enforcement. In that post, he managed the SIU's collective bargaining and contract implementation efforts throughout all segments of the industry, including deep sea, Great Lakes, inland and passenger vessels. Following his appointment, he was elected to a full term by the union's membership in 1992 and was reelected in 1996, 2000 and 2004, before being named Executive Vice President.

He also serves as a trustee for the Paul Hall Center for Maritime Training and Education - a world-class, comprehensive vocational education institution located in Piney Point, Maryland. Additionally, Tellez chairs the Paul Hall Center's advisory board, composed of high-ranking industry representatives from labor, management and government.

Serving under the administration of SIU President Michael Sacco, Tellez has helped lead the union to numerous contractual gains and improved benefits for SIU members and their families.

As a Paul Hall Center trustee and advisory board chairman, he has helped spearhead the construction of two new, unsurpassed additions at the school designed to promote shipboard safety: the Joseph Sacco Fire Fighting and Safety School, which opened in 1999 and is specifically tailored for marine fire-fighting training, and a state-of-the-art simulator building on PHC’s main campus that houses simulators for ship handling, engine room operations, liquid cargo procedures, crane operations and more. The latter opened in October 2000.

Tellez also worked closely with the development team that put together the union's Coast Guard-accepted training record book - a groundbreaking document first published in 1997 designed to help both individual SIU members and SIU-contracted companies comply with complex international maritime regulations.

Since July 2011, he has served on the U.S. Transportation Department's Marine Transportation System National Advisory Council. In 2017, he was appointed to serve on the federal U.S. Maritime Workforce Working Group Subcommittee, which is part of the council. The subcommittee is tasked with examining and assessing the size of the pool of United States citizen mariners necessary to support the U.S.-flag fleet in times of national emergency. He also serves the Union’s point of contact with the Department of Defense.

He has testified before Congress multiple times on issues concerning maritime labor, and is an acknowledged national expert on the United States Merchant Marine.
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